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Art Hotel Noba Roma offers to all guests its 72 rooms, furnished with style & elegance. 

They are divided into Comfort, Superior, DeLuxe & Family rooms, with exclusive comforts 

provided for the reception of Non-Smoking and disabled guests, as well as people with 

motor difficulties of all kinds. There are also 9 apartments with kitchenette. 

Art Hotel Noba Roma offers a series of exclusive services, starting from the appropriately 

equipped Meeting Rooms, all the way to business conventions. 



At the gates of the Grande Raccordo Anulare you will find our Hampton by Hilton Rome 

East hotel. Enjoy the calm and serene atmosphere of the green, lush and sustainable 

environment in which the hotel is immersed. Spend the day shopping in the nearby 

outlets, discovering one of the capital's famous attractions or visiting the second largest 

university in Rome, all of which can be reached within minutes from the hotel.

Hampton by Hilton Rome East hotel offers to all guests its 148 rooms and a meeting 

room up to 30 people. Guests can also enjoy fitness room and our restaurant. 

Free WiFi, comfortable beds and free hot breakfast are just some of the amenities we 

offer you for a pleasant stay. 



Residenza Nomentana is located in a strategic position between the city center, the 

Salaria, Tiburtina Station and the Tiburtina Industrial Park. Well connected through the 

Fiumicino airport and the Fiera di Roma is the ideal solution for those who have to stay in 

Rome for medium and long periods for both business and leisure. The 19 apartments 

divided into studios, two-room and three-room apartments are all with modern design, 

elegant and functional and the maximum comfort.

Guests of La Residenza Nomentana can also enjoy free use of the gym.



SaFe Mansion is located on the high second floor of a prestigious historic building dating 
to the 15th century. The apartment measures 340 square metres and includes a kitchen, 

a living room and five bedrooms (four large doubles, one small double), each with an 
ensuite bathroom.

Suitable for a large family, for the discerning traveller and artist, and for those wishing to 

spend even just a short time in Rome, the apartment is decorated with style, combining 

design elements and vintage features to create a warm and welcoming atmosphere.



Immersed in the wild beauty of the Maremma, Terme di Vulci Glamping & SPA is the ideal 

place for those looking for an authentic experience in nature, without sacrificing the 
comfort and discreet fascination of a charming resort. Terme di Vulci Glamping & SPA 

offers to all guests its 3 tent with private veranda and spa bath. 

A modern SPA where you can rely on programs and treatments that have their roots in 

ancient wisdom. Immerse yourself in total relaxation and let the naturally warm waters do 

the rest.



Via Nomentana 543/547 - 00141 Roma

Tel. +39 06 8622531

info@arthotelnoba.com

www.arthotelnoba.com

Via Di Sacco Pastore, 11 - 00141 Roma

Tel. +39 06 86 22 53 891

info@laresidenzanomentana.it

www.laresidenzanomentana.it

Viale Marisa Bellisario, 300 - 00155 Roma

Tel. +39 06 94500855

romes_hampton@hilton.com

www.romeeast.hamptonbyhilton.com 

Via di Santa Maria dell’Anima, 45 - 00186 Roma

Tel. +39 06 862253822

safeguesthouse@fresiaservizi.it

Via delle Terme - 01011 Canino VT

Tel. +39 0761 438574

info@termedivulci.com

www.termedivulci.com
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